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Gender Identity in Malayalam Film Songs 

Jijimol Saji 

 

Abstract 

Teach her that the idea of ‘gender roles' is absolute nonsense. Do not ever tell her that she should or should not do 
something because she is a girl. The maxim, “because you are a girl” should never be a reason for limiting a person’s 
capabilities. This paper wishes to explore how women are depicted in such Malayalam film songs. Although the 
oppression of women is evident in many other fields, the paper chooses to primarily focus on the portrayal of gender 
identity in these film songs, especially such Malayalam film songs as “Aanallapenallaadipolivesham” 
(NjangalSanthushtaranu),“Kandunjanmizhikalil”(Abhimanyu),“Poomukhavathukka” (Raakkuyilin Raga Sadhasil). 
The first song depicts the subjugation of a wife by her husband and criticising her individuality. The second song 
similarly, contains the idea that sexual contact is a crime when it comes to women, although both man and woman are 
involved in it, but the sin of it comes to be heaped only on the woman. In lieu, the third song is a clear depiction about 
the so called typical wife, and proclaims how an ideal wife should be. The research question that this paper wishes to 
explore is does the media cast an influence in defining gender roles? In addition to this the paper also wishes to throw 
light on how female identity is defined in film songs and how media act as a powerful agent in the domination and 
decentring of women. 

Keywords: Subjugation, Gender Roles, Oppression, Masculinity, Malayalam film songs. 
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Simone de Beauvoir’s comment “One is not born, but rather becomes a woman”1 lies at the very 
crux of this paper. To state in a nutshell, the concept of self lies at the core of all branches of 
feminist theories and practice, because women’s representation or portrayal in various fields like 
literature, science, law, and media has always been subsumed under the iron heels of patriarchy. 
Highly influenced by the Hegelian concept of femininity as well as the philosophy of 
existentialism, Beauvoir rightly notes that, “The man is always the subject-self, the “I”, while the 
woman is always the object, the other”.2 Beauvoir criticizes the cultural identification of women 
as merely an object, or “other”, while on the contrary, man is considered to be the dominant 
“subject”, and accordingly has forever occupied the domineering position of representing 
humanity in general. These arguments are contained in Simone de Beauvoir’s magnum opus, 
namely The Second Sex. In this book, Beauvoir furthermore deals with “the great collective 
myths” portrayal of women in the works of some male writers. 

In tandem with Beauvoir’s exposition of the patriarchal subjugation of women, one may also draw 
parallels with Kate Millett’s Sexual Politics. 3  In Millet’s writings, the term “politics” is 
conceptualised as the mechanism that expresses the relationship of power in society. In order to 
arrive at this conceptualization, Millet observed that many western social arrangements and 
institutions continue to practice ways of manipulating power, albeit in a very subtle manner, so as 
to establish the dominance of men and the subordination of women. Hence, Millet argues in favour 
of establishing gender as unnecessary social construction; and moreover considers gender to be 
diverse, variable and dependent on historical circumstances. Gender criticism, therefore explores 
the differing conceptions of gender and its role in writing, reception, subject matter, and evaluation 
of literary works. 

Likewise, in 1990, another major feminist theorist, Judith Butler4 published her very well known 
work Gender Trouble: Feminism and the subversion of Identity5 wherein she argued that gender 
is not an innate or essential identity, but a contingent and variable constructions that mandates a 
“performance”, a particular set of practices which an individual acquires from the discourse of his 
or her social era and strives to enact upon it. 

Since, most commercial cinemas present a mere reflection of the dominant patriarchal norms 
prevalent in contemporary society, which in turn lends itself further into cementing these 
patriarchal states as the unbreakable laws of society, the Malayalam films and their songs are no 
exception to this. As a result, most Malayalam films reveal a high level of gender stereotyping. In 
the essay “Becoming Women” (2010) by Meena T. Pillai,6 the author states that most of the women 
in movies are women who have consented to their subordination, and who have not only 
internalized patriarchal ideology, but have become so steeped in it that they happily indoctrinate 
their children with the very same values that have perpetuated their subordination. Furthermore, 
in this essay Pillai makes a symptomatic reading of the language of Malayalam cinema and seeks 
to unfurl the problem of naturally identifying women as synonymous to the images churned out  
by this industry. Pillai thus opines that though Malayalam cinema is never outrightly mythical in 
its representation of women, it does often seek to transform history “into nature freezing women’s 
oppression, both social and linguistic, into something natural” and propelling the audience to real 
what is only a semi logical system for a factual system.7 Therefore, mainstream Malayalam 
cinemas replicate the anxieties and obsessions of Malayali men and seek to subvert and sabotage 
the immense artistic and productive potential of modern Malayali women.8 Pillai is thus prompt to 
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point out that women were not allowed to step beyond the parameters of the traditional codes, and 
were allowed only such ornamental roles where they merely sung, danced, loved on the Indian 
celluloid and happily revelled by remaining within the narrow confines of the lakshmanarekha.9 

This paper therefore explores the portrayal of women in Malayalam film songs from 1980-1999, 
and the patriarchal stereotyping of women as reflected in many Malayalam movies. This paper 
focuses on three malayalam film songs, and through these three songs are from three different 
movies and have different background stories, there are some common threads in these songs. 
These songs depict different sorts of subjugation of women. In these the male character addresses 
the female lover and subjugates her in three different ways and in this way the male character 
eventually comes to be associated with the image of God / Saviour. 

 

II 

The ever changing attitude of Men towards women is clearly reflected in the Malayalam film songs 
of the 20th century, deals with the exploration of female sexuality, vulnerability, helplessness, 
failure to live an authentic life, and their dependency on their male partners. In film songs women 
are portrayed as an object for sensuous satisfaction, obedient life partner, and a perfect home 
maker. As the artistic language of culture, it helps to communicate and share the ideology of a 
particular culture within its domain. Film songs act as a carrier in propagating the male dominant 
ideas, as film songs have profound influence on people. So these ideas are reinforced through these 
songs, as:  

Kandunjanmizhikalil 

alolamamninhrudhayam oh... 

kettunjanmozhikalil 

vachalamamninnombaram oh.. 

gopuraponkodiyilambalapravinmanam 

padunnoraradhanamanthram pole 

kettunjanmozhikalil 

vachalamamninnombaram oh.. 

 

 

valittukannezhuthivellottuvalayaninju 

orunalneeyenantharjanamakum 

valittukannezhuthivellottuvalayaninju 

orunalneeyenantharjanamakum 
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kanmanithinkaleninkalankam 

kanmanithinkaleninkalankam 

kashmeerakumkumamakum 

nee sumangalayakum 

dheerghasumangalayakum10. 

 

Translation in English: 

Met in the eyes 

Your fickle soul 

Heard in speeches 

Your garrulous travail 

Like a pigeon that warbles a chant. 

Heard in speech 

Your garrulous travail. 

 

The amorous anklets that 

cuddle your feet 

Wristlets that gingle in hand. 

To obtain sanction for 

Preparing a marriage 

You pursue me in my psyche. 

Met you in eyes 

Your fickle soul. 

 

Wearing pewter armlets 

And penciling the eyes 

You will be my bride. 

Smudge in you, my darling moon 

Turn into saffron bindi 

You will turn into an eternal fraud. 
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Consider the second stanza of the afore-quoted lines of the song. These lines indicate that sexual 
contact is a crime when it is committed by a woman, although in a sexual encounter, both male 
and female are equally involved. However, in this song the male lover argues that the woman has 
committed a crime, and it can only be corrected by the woman agreeing to become the lawfully 
wedded wife of the man, explicated in the song by the use of the word “antharjanam”. Thus, the 
song reiterates the age old patriarchal belief that the sin of pre-marital sex can only be washed 
away by the purity of the act of wearing kumkum.11 It must be pointed out that although sexual 
union of men and women is considered legitimate by the patriarchal society, the sexual union of 
an unmarried man and woman is considered to be a severe taboo in case of women, as it is believed 
to bring about corruption in the moral character of a woman. The woman can only escape the 
stigma of pre-marital sex if she is taken up as the lawfully wedded wife of the same man with 
whom she had been intimate, failing which her fate becomes no different from that of a “fallen 
woman” of the Victorian era. Thus, through the agency of marriage, while the husband is placed 
on an elevated pedestal, and comes to be regarded as 'God' or 'Saviour' for the woman, hence the 
term of endearment “swami”, the woman is once again subjugated under the iron heels of the 
patriarchal tradition. In the song, the male character is therefore equally heard to offer that one day 
she will become his wife, that day her sin will become “kashmirkumkum”.  

Aanalla...Pennalla..AdipoliVesham.. PennayaalKaanille..PerinuNaanam... 
OottyilPoyiPadichaalumNattuNadappuMarakkamo.. MaanathuPongiParannalumMannineVittuKalikkaamo.. Police 

EmaantePonkudamayaalumThantedamInganeAakaamo.. 

(Aanalla...Pennalla..) 

Snehanilaavalle..Nee TheemazhaPeythaalo... Poomizhiyaalalle..Innu PorinuPoorambeduthaalo.. 
Snehanilaavalle..Nee TheemazhaPeythaalo... EntePoomizhiyaalalle..Innu PorinuPoorambeduthaalo..  

MudiMurichaalum..VaranaKudayeduthaalum.. KodiPidichaalum..MunnilPadanayichaalum.. 
KuruthamkettavalIrikkumVeedinteAkathalamNaragam..Naragam..Naragam.. 

(Aanalla...Pennalla..) 

Kunjukinaavalle..Nee Kooduthakarthaalo... Manjanipoovalle..Innu MallinumVillinumVannalo.. 
Aah..Kunjukinaavalle..Nee Kooduthakarthaalo... EnteManjanipoovalle..Innu MallinumVillinumVannalo.. 

Thalamarannalum...UnnanIlaMarannalum.. VazhiThadanjaalum...MoonaamMizhiThurannalum... 
NaariBharichidam..NaaragamNatteedum.. NaadinumVeedinumNannalla...Nannalla..Nannalla.. 

(Aanalla...Pennalla..) 

 

Translation in English 

Flamboyant in attire 

And arrogant beyond compare, 

She befits the name 

Of neither man nor dame. 

And if she be a girl as goes the claim 

Shouldn’t her sex make her feel a bit of shame? 
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Can someone forget the rules of etiquette 

Because she managed to get 

Into a posh school in Ooty 

Which helped her grow so snooty? 

 

However high she rises 

And whatever prize her success comprises, 

She should know her place is not up above, 

But down below on earth, to serve and love. 

 

And should she be so haughty 

Because her sire is head of police? 

And should she ruffle our peace 

Like a child, wayward and naughty? 

 

Tender moonlight of love, 

Why rain fire on me? 

My flower-eyed darling, 

Why aim cruel darts at me? 

 

Cutting your hair short, 

Walking under a gilt-edged parasol, 

Or marching at the vanguard 

Flashing ensigns of war, 

Will not make you worthy 

Of the name of woman, 

But only humility and temperance, 

Without which this house is readily 

The seat of the devil. 
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My little dream, 

What happens if you break your cage? 

My little yellow bloom, 

What happens if you plot my doom? 

 

A spot where linden thrives, being planted 

Is like one where women have all their wishes granted— 

Both are abodes of the devil 

And bring about only evil.  (Translated by Prof. SambhuR)12 

 

“AnallaPennalla” is another song from the movie “Njangal Santhushtaranu” 13  which poses 
maximum humiliation to the female gender by showering verbal abuse on the non-conformist 
heroine. The female character is insulted for not being shy, and for showing audacity. She is 
rebuked for her short hair, and everything else that does not conform to the patriarchal standards. 
It is through these subtle means that the patriarchal culture oppresses women through its manifold 
shapes and its schemes. The film depicts a complete domination of a woman by a patriarchal 
husband. He subjugates his wife and forces her to change her attitude towards life. The husband 
in addition, abuses and publicly humiliates his wife to the extent of threatening his beloved that he 
will convince other people that she is a debauch. At the end she is forced to agree that her husband 
“is god", and stoops before him, bending low on the ground similar to the way men bow low to 
revere the Gods. Nevertheless, the husband continues his abuse of the wife until she is completely 
subjugated by the husband and his family members. The film ends with the subjugation of the 
female protagonist. 

The next song conveys the cultural climate of Kerala, where woman is viewed from the most 
stereotypical lens , woman is considered as a mistress, or a mother, or a colleague, or a friend, 
whose capacities for self-effacement and self-sacrifice seems limitless. Instead of sexuality, the 
song writer has given importance to the solemn virtues expected from each woman in Kerala 
society. The song Poomukhavathilkkal from the movie “RakkuyilinRagasadassil”14 is notorious 
for its anti-feminist remarks. Each line in the song is a definition of an angelic wife. An affectionate 
wife expects her husband’s return at the front door. She can turn the thorns of melancholy into 
flowers of joy. She is a lamp which will never be bereft of oil. She is more patient than Mother 
Earth. Her smile is enough to soothe the burning heart. She has to attend her husband as his minister 
and his maid, but she would never be revered like a Goddess. The wife in this song is depicted as 
a typical Indian wife. This song was very popular at the time of its release and actually inculcated 
the image of a typical wife in the audience, indicating the wife’s responsibility. 

Poomukhavathilkkalsnehamvidarthunna 

Poothinkalakunnubharya 
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Dukhathinmullukalthooviralthumbinal 

Pushpagalakunnubharya 

 

Kannueerthulliyilmazhavillutheerkunna 

Swarnaprabhamayibharya 

Mandhasmithangalalneerummanasine 

Chandanamcharthunnubharya 

Ethrathelingalumennavattathoru 

Chithravilakanubharya 

Enniyaltheerathajanmantharangalil 

Annadeneswaribharya 

Bhoomiyekalumshamayullasoubhagya 

Deviyanepozhumbharya 

Karyathilmanthriyumkarmathildaasiyum 

Roopathillekshmiyumbharya 

 

Translation in English 

Wife is the new moon 

Standing in the Portico 

Blooming the buds of love.. 

Transforming the thorns of agony into flowers 

 

With a single touch of her tender fingers... 

She is an enlightened goddess 

Who creates a rainbow in the teardrops... 

She is a goddess of prosperity 

 

For the immeasurable generations... 

She is an embellished lamb... 

Everglowing ...ever shimmering... 
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A minister in her actions...A servant in her duties... 

And a goddess in her appearance.. 

Media plays an important role in communication and sharing ideology. Patriarchal society uses 
media, particularly film songs as a medium to communicate their ideology. This propaganda can 
be considered as a part of hegemony, or willing subjugation. Women are conditioned to the idea 
that being a good wife necessarily involves accepting a subservient position to a husband, and by 
becoming a perfect home marker. They are brought up in such a way that they are conditioned to 
be obedient and submissive to every command of the husband. Although women are unaware of 
this silent oppression, they willingly accept the roles assigned to them by the patriarchal society. 
The above mentioned songs are clear reflection of the subjugation to which women are continually 
forced into by different ways. The first song promotes the idea of male as a saviour who is the only 
person able to save a female partner through marriage. The next song portrays a patriarchal 
husband’s ill treatment towards his wife for not being shy, suppressing her to the extent that she 
gives up her own view on life. This film also brings the image of God in association with male. 
The last song is depicted in such a way that women are conditioned to believe that subjugation of 
women is necessary and they willingly accept it. These three modes of subjugation are 
communicated through film songs, so people take it and practice it. Media is used as a medium to 
share this ideology.

 
 
Notes 

 
1 Simon De Beauvoir, The Second Sex. p. 780 

 
2 Ibid, p. 321 

  
3 Kate Millet, ‘Theory of sexual politics.’  

 
4 Katherine Murray Millet, better known as Kate Millett is a renowned American feminist 

writer, educator, artist and activist. She has been a major influence for the Second Wave 
Feminism, especially for her book, Sexual Politics. 
  

5 Judith Butler, Gender trouble: Feminism and The Subversion of Identity. 
  

6 Meena T. Pillai, ‘Becoming Women: Unwrapping Femininity in Malayalam Cinema.’  
  

7 Ibid, p. 13.  
  

8 Ibid, p. 24. 
  

9 Ibid, p. 12.  
  

10 Priyadarshan. ‘Abhimanyu.’ 
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11 Kumkum or Vermillion, in the Hindu tradition, represents one of the most sacred 

ritualistic practice for married women. Kumkum or sindoor is a red powder that is worn by 
women in the centre parting of their hair, and stands as a mark that she is somebody else’s wife, 
and the society reveres such as woman not only as chaste, but the ideal epitome of all woman-
like qualities; for the sindoor or kumkum is believed to not only deflect the wary eyes of 
strangers, but also ensure the long life of husbands. 
  

12 Sambhu R, Assistant professor, NSS College Pandalam.Sambhu R is a renowned 
academician, writer and translator.  
  

13 Rajasenan. ‘Njangal Santhushtaranu.’ 
  

14 Priyadarshan. ‘RakkuyilinRagasadassil.’ 
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